INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY

No.Acad/Senate/238th Action- Item No.A.1.2

Academic Office
Date: 26-08-2019

Sub.: Minor revision in Ph.D. rule R.9.2.3 – Submission of no. of copies of Synopsis & Thesis and accordingly revision in the form “Submission of Synopsis and thesis”.

The Senate in its 238th Meeting held on 26th July 2019 noted that as per rule R.9.2.3 the Ph.D. research scholars are required to submit 4/5 copies of thesis and two copies of synopsis for evaluation. To avoid the consumption of papers, the proposal to submit only 2 hard copies of thesis and only soft copy of Synopsis was welcomed. The house ratified the minor revision in the Ph.D. rule R.9.2.3 and form for submission of synopsis and thesis proposed by PGPC and approved by the Chairperson, Senate. Further, the house decided to not put the plastic covers on the thesis.

Actg. Dy. Registrar (Academic)

To
1. The Head of All Academic Units.
2. The General Secretary Academic Affairs (PG)

Copy to:
1. The Assistant Registrar-2 (Academic) – PG unit
2. Concerned academic office staffs, PG Unit.